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2021 Draft Profile: Zachary L’Heureux 

Zachary L’Heureux is one of the top prospects in this draft 
based on skill alone. His discipline has been a red flag in the 
past, so we’ll examine if the risk is worth the reward. 

By Matthew Somma 

Welcome back to our 2021 draft coverage, where we profile 
players that could be available when the Hurricanes make 
their selection in the first round. Last week, we profiled Oskar 
Olausson and Matthew Coronato, two goal scorers that skate 
well and have high upside. Next up is Halifax Mooseheads 
center Zachary L’Heureux, one of the more controversial 
prospects that is projected to go in the first round of this 
year’s draft. If you’re just joining our draft coverage, I’ll be 
breaking it down into three sections. The first section will go 
over the player’s paper stats and his measurables, the 
second will be a scouting report on the player from actual 
game footage and the third section will be a summary of the 
player’s skills and whether or not they would be a fit.  

Paper Stats 

The 2021 season was a difficult one for the QMJHL. They 
faced numerous delays and pauses in their season, and as a 
result, players weren’t able to get into as much of a rhythm 
as they could have. After all, it’s tough to play on when your 
league faces a COVID outbreak every other week. In this 
weird season, L’Heureux played in 33 games and had 39 
points while also establishing himself as one of the league’s 
most controversial players. L’Heureux plays on the edge and 
doesn’t shy away from physical contact despite the fact that 
he’s 5-foot-11. His physicality has gotten him suspended 
multiple times throughout his young career, which can be a 
concern for any NHL team, regardless of the player’s talent 
level. You can’t help your team in the press box, after all. 
L’Heureux’s suspensions over the past season include: 

 Four game suspension for fighting after the original 
altercation 

 Two games for unsportsmanlike conduct 

 Three games for high sticking (4th infraction) 

 Four games for unsportsmanlike conduct and taking 
off helmet during a fight 

Missing out on 13 games in your draft year due to 
suspensions is a good way to tank your stock and a 
legitimate concern for NHL general managers. Based on 
talent alone, L’Heureux could be a top-20 pick in this year’s 
draft. Craig Button ranks L’Heureux as the eighth-best 
prospect in the draft, and The Puck Authority ranks him 11th. 
The talent is clearly there, and yet L’Heureux doesn’t seem 
to learn from his suspensions. There’s a lot of talent, and 

scouts from Eliteprospects are high on his problem solving 
and decision making, but those suspensions have to be 
limited.  

Scouting Report 

From games against Cape Breton in the QMJHL, various 
shifts, and highlights. 

Let’s dive into the positives in L’Heureux’s game first. What 
stands out immediately is his play on the forecheck. Not only 
does L’Heureux attack the puck in the offensive zone, but he 
seeks those plays at the blue line where defensemen might 
make a lazy pass. All of a sudden, the pass has been 
intercepted and L’Heureux has started a breakaway or odd 
man rush. His skating is close to being elite, as both his top 
speed and acceleration stand out as areas of strength.  

L’Heureux is what I’d describe as a shifty skater, a player 
that can dance through defenses and do so without getting 
touched. A lot of it has to do with the quick burst of speed 
that he has as soon as he starts skating. It can surprise 
defenses and open up some space on the ice where there 
wasn’t any previously. He also has slick hands and can 
dangle the puck through most defenders at this level, leading 
to some spectacular plays.  

L’Heureux’s vision is spectacular, and I can see why some 
scouts had him ranked as a top 20 prospect based on that 
alone. He can find teammates, open patches of ice, or even 
an opportunity to attack the puck given how well he sees the 
ice. I noticed that L’Heureux had an ability to notice where 
defenders had blind spots in their vision and exploit those 
weaknesses. On occasion he’d hold the puck long enough 
for the defender to lose sight of another forward, which is 
when L’Heureux would make his move. His passing is a 
strength, and while I wouldn’t label him as a playmaker, I do 
think that he’ll have more success as a passer at the NHL 
level given his current skill set. What I noticed is that 
L’Heureux doesn’t keep the puck on his stick for very long. 
He’s constantly assessing the play looking for either a pass 
or a shot, and he won’t hesitate to pull the trigger on either 
option. It keeps the defense moving and allows for more 
offense to occur, given the right teammates, of course.  

Now for the negative side of L’Heureux’s game. What stands 
out immediately is his discipline. It’s as if he doesn’t care 
about his opposition at times, because I saw multiple 
boarding penalties where he had more than two or three 
seconds to react to the play. I understand wanting to fight 
every once in a while in juniors, but when you start to get 
suspended for it, that’s when it becomes a problem. 
L’Heureux has had some nasty hits in the past that have 
been a problem for his team, and that sort of thing cannot 
continue if he hopes to become an NHL player.  
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Discipline aside, there were a few areas in need of 
improvement. L’Heureux’s shot release could be a touch 
quicker. I feel that it gives goalies an extra split second to get 
square to the puck and can be the difference between a save 
or a goal. L’Heureux’s defensive positioning is fine, and he’s 
even used on Halifax’s penalty kill, but I have an issue with 
how he defends. My father calls it “Matador Defense,” where 
you step aside, flail your stick and the player goes right past 
you. L’Heureux is often guilty of that in the defensive zone, 
especially when the puck first crosses the blue line. He’ll take 
a lazy swat at the puck with his stick and then get caught out 
of position because of it. Given how physical L’Heureux likes 
to play, I’d like to see him defend with his physicality a little 
more.  

Summary 

L’Heureux’s physicality is a blessing and a curse for him 
because, on one hand, he’ll be great on the forecheck and 
knock players off of the puck. On the other hand, it gets him 
into suspension trouble and can do more harm than good on 
occasion. L’Heureux will likely have to toe the line for the rest 
of his career and avoid frequent talks with NHL Player 
Safety. If he can manage to do that, then I believe the risk is 
worth the reward. L’Heureux has high end skill and is one of 
the top forwards in this draft class. While I don’t feel 
comfortable putting him in the top 15, I have no doubt in my 
mind that he’s a top-20 prospect in this class based on skill 

alone. It’s the discipline that could cause him to fall further 
than he should on draft day.  

I see a lot of similarities between L’Heureux and Hurricanes 
prospect Jamieson Rees. L’Heureux is faster and has a 
higher ceiling offensively, but both players have that edge to 
their game and will be a constant nuisance for opposing 
teams. If you’re a long time Canes fan, think of what Chad 
LaRose could have been if he was a 50-point caliber player 
at the NHL level. L’Heureux is a pest and can frustrate the 
hell out of teams as an instigator, if they’re not careful. He’s 
the type of player that you’d hate if he wasn’t on your team, 
but the kind that you’d love if he was.  

So, is L’Heureux a fit for the Hurricanes? My gut says no. 
The skill is enticing and might be enough for the Hurricanes 
to pull the trigger, but I worry about his discipline. Given how 
Rod Brind’Amour runs his team, I’m not sure if L’Heureux will 
be given enough of a leash to truly make an impact on a 
nightly basis. I also have a suspicion that a team such as 
Boston could pick L’Heureux to be Brad Marchand 2.0. If 
L’Heureux is available when the Hurricanes pick, however, I 
wouldn’t mind if the team bet on his potential. You can help a 
player like L’Heureux work on his discipline and thank 25 
other teams for passing on a 60-point forward in a few years. 
I would also be okay if the Canes decided that the risk was 
too high for their first round pick. If I’m Don Waddell and 
L’Heureux’s name is still on the board on day two, I’m 
making some phone calls to see if I can trade up. 

   

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/7/6/22563874/nhl-draft-zachary-lheureux-carolina-hurricanes 
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The Athletic / ‘No topics off-limits’: Ron MacLean says it was his call not 
to ask Gary Bettman about Chicago allegations 

 

By Sean Fitz-Gerald Jul 7, 2021  

  

Over a span of five-and-a-half minutes on Monday night, “Hockey Night 
in Canada” host Ron MacLean asked NHL commissioner Gary Bettman 
six direct questions. He asked about officiating, rule changes, fans 
returning to the rink and, finally, three questions about Olympic 
participation. 

MacLean also spent a few moments discussing a centenarian fan from 
Dunnville, Ont., who helped to memorialize a long-demolished arena in 
his hometown. He also spoke about Jim Gregory, the veteran hockey 
executive who had died two years ago. 

It was a topic he ignored, though, that would generate the most attention. 

MacLean and Bettman have made their interview in the Stanley Cup 
Final a tradition, and one that once crackled with intensity and 
anticipation. In previous years, MacLean peppered the commissioner 
with questions covering a range of topics, including those that might have 
been sensitive to the league. 

But during their meeting in the first intermission of Monday night’s game 
between the Montreal Canadiens and Tampa Bay Lightning, MacLean 
did not ask Bettman about the important story unfolding in Chicago. The 
Blackhawks are facing allegations that two former players were sexually 
assaulted by the team’s video coach in 2010. 

Bettman met with reporters a week before sitting down with MacLean. In 
his remarks, Bettman said the league learned of the allegations 
“relatively recently” and did not say whether a report commissioned by 
the team would be made public. 

Immediately after Monday’s interview with MacLean aired, social media 
filled with criticism — and it included voices from within the sports media 
industry — and speculation over whether the NHL vetted the questions 
ahead of time, using its broadcast partnership with Sportsnet as 
leverage. 

“There were no topics off-limits for my interview with the commissioner,” 
MacLean said on Tuesday in an email statement relayed to The Athletic 
through a network spokesperson. 

“I made the decision in the moment to not ask the question, as I knew 
there was no new ground to cover based on the commissioner’s 
comments from his media availability earlier in the series.” 

In another email, an NHL spokesperson said: “We did not request nor 
receive any of the questions beforehand.” 

Several Canadian sports broadcast veterans, who shared their thoughts 
on the condition of anonymity, expressed surprise at the omission when 
reached Tuesday by The Athletic. The exchanges between MacLean and 
Bettman were once viewed as must-see hockey theatre, with perhaps the 
most famous meeting coming in 2010. 

MacLean scrolled down a list of ownership issues, from Florida to Dallas. 
He also asked Bettman about a second potential franchise in Southern 

Ontario, suggesting NHL players would be keenly interested in the region 
because of the money it would pump into the game. 

“Who are you getting your information from as to what the players are 
thinking?” Bettman asked. 

“You can’t get it from their union head,” MacLean said, chuckling. 

“You’re making this up,” Bettman said. 

“I go to Forbes, I go to the Sports Business Journal,” MacLean answered. 

“And that tells you what the players are thinking?” Bettman shot back. 

Three years later, the Canadian sports landscape underwent a dramatic 
shift. The NHL would end up moving its national rights package from the 
CBC — the home of Hockey Night — to Rogers as part of a 12-year deal 
worth $5.2-billion. 

Four months later, MacLean was out as host. 

George Stroumboulopoulos would be the new face of the broadcast. 
MacLean would remain as host of “Coach’s Corner,” with Don Cherry, 
and take on other projects around the show. (During the media event to 
unveil the new host, MacLean leaned over and said: “Don’t screw this up, 
it’s a big show.”) 

The change would not last very long. Sportsnet moved 
Stroumboulopoulos out of his chair in 2016, and it replaced him with 
MacLean. At the time, it was reported that Bettman was made aware of 
the move, and gave his assent. 

There was no evident animosity on Monday, when MacLean and 
Bettman chatted above the ice at Bell Centre during Game 4 of the 
Stanley Cup Final. (“Good to be with you as always,” Bettman said at the 
end. “It’s good to see you.” MacLean chuckled: “You, too — six feet 
apart.”) 

The segment was shorter than it had been in some previous years. While 
not excusing the omission of questions about the situation in Chicago, 
some of the industry insiders who spoke to The Athletic wondered why 
Sportsnet did not offer more time with the commissioner, which would 
have afforded more time for questions, including those that required 
careful follow-ups. 

None had ever heard of the NHL demanding editorial control over an 
interview at “Hockey Night, “nor any segment that ran on the show. 
Several pointed to the digressions from the interview on Monday — the 
discussion of the fan from Dunnville — as hallmarks of what MacLean 
likes to do on the air. 

But it was also pointed out that not every hockey fan would have been 
keenly tuned to what Bettman might have had to say during his Stanley 
Cup availability with reporters earlier in the series. With an audience of 
more than 3.7 million watching on Sportsnet and the CBC, they say 
MacLean should have pressed Bettman on the events in Chicago for a 
much wider audience. 

The Athletic LOADED: 07.07.2021 
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The Athletic / NHL Draft Confidential: Inside what scouts and executives 
really think about the top prospects 
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Corey Pronman Jul 6, 2021 

 

I’ve told you what I think about the top prospects in the 2021 NHL Draft 
but ultimately my opinion doesn’t matter that much. The opinions of what 
NHL evaluators think will determine how the draft goes, and who your 
favorite team will ultimately pick. 

So I talked to teams about the draft to find out their opinions on the draft-
eligible players likely to go high in the draft.  Around 20 NHL scouts and 
executives were polled, giving their opinions on everything from Owen 
Power’s projection to the best of the big four defensemen to the risk of 
taking goalies Jesper Wallstedt or Sebastian Cossa in the first round. 

Here’s what they had to say. 

Owen Power, LHD, Michigan-Big Ten: Power is the projected No. 1 pick, 
a 6-foot-6 defenseman who was a leading player for Canada at the world 
championships when they won gold. 

“He’s the safe guy for everyone in this draft. He’s going to play, he’s 
going to be top-four, no question in my mind. I would be surprised if in 10 
years you told me he ended up the best player.” 

“He’s so big, so mobile, so smart. I have a hard time imagining once an 
NHL coach gets their hands on him that they won’t play the shit out of 
him. “ 

“I think there’s untapped offense in his game. You look at Victor Hedman, 
the offense came later. I think the same could happen with Power.” 

“He’s first overall. He’s a really good skater for his size, he has good skill 
for his size. He can make plays. He’s a good defender, you wish he had 
a little more hardness in him, but he will be more than a good enough 
defender in the NHL.” 

“You don’t see guys like him too often with his combination of attributes. 
He may be a bit dull for a No. 1 pick, but he’s really good and unique.” 

“I don’t see how he isn’t a top-pair defenseman in the NHL. Could he play 
a little more physical? Sure. But everything else is there. You don’t see a 
whole lot of first-year, draft-eligible defensemen be as good as he was in 
college, playing heavy minutes and doing so effectively.” 

Simon Edvinsson, LHD, Frolunda-SHL: Edvinsson is a 6-foot-4 
defenseman with a lot of intriguing NHL attributes who played well versus 
men this season in Sweden and is a potential top-10, if not top-five pick. 

“His U18 tournament wasn’t amazing, and people like to tear this guy 
down, but a lot of what we do is about projecting the future, not the 
present. With his size, skating, skill, offensive instincts in five to 10 years 
he’s going to be at the top of an NHL lineup.” 

“He’s a stud. He’s going to be a star, he has everything you want in an 
NHL defenseman.” 

“I think he’s overrated. There’s some attractive parts about him, but 
neither the offense or defending are high-end.” 

“He’s going to disappoint people if he goes in the top five. He’s a good 
player but doesn’t have the hockey sense to be a true top play driver in 
the NHL.” 

“He’s like a gazelle on the ice. You don’t see a lot of guys who look like 
him with his frame, mobility and ability to maneuver in traffic. He needs a 
lot of time to develop and grow into his frame but he can pop.” 

“I think he has the lowest ceiling among the big four defensemen (Power, 
Brandt Clarke, Luke Hughes and Edvinsson) but also the highest floor. 
I’m not sure you’re getting a lot of offense but I think he’s top-four for 
sure.” 

Brandt Clarke, RHD, Barrie-OHL: Clarke is a potential top-10, if not top-
five pick known for his offense who played in Slovakia because of the 
canceled OHL season. 

“He concerns me, mostly due to the skating, he will have issues in the 
NHL in transition and handling NHL pressure. He’s very skilled, I wish 
when I watched him this season I saw a player that screamed elite 

offense instead of just very good with his skating. I don’t see him as a 
great NHL defender.” 

“He has tremendous skill, he has tremendous hockey sense. The skating 
is a little odd, but it’s not poor, he gets around the ice well. He can walk 
the line in the offensive zone and escape pressure in the defensive zone 
and isn’t a liability when the play is bearing down on him.” 

“You are hoping he turns into an Adam Fox-like player, who despite his 
skating is so skilled and so smart he runs PP1 and is a solid even 
strength guy. If he doesn’t become that and can’t generate offense at an 
NHL pace, I think he’s going to struggle to find a role.” 

Kent Johnson, C, Michigan-Big Ten: Johnson is a potential top-10 pick 
who is known as an elite skill type and was BCHL MVP two seasons ago. 

“There is a lot of skill and creativity in his game with good instincts. His 
projection … would worry me due to his skating and the fact he is a 
perimeter player.” 

“I worry he has trouble connecting the dots. He looks flashy but doesn’t 
always accomplish a lot.” 

“When you talk pure skill, he’s right at the top of the draft. He will be a 
weapon that will be a big part of an NHL team’s offense, on the wing 
likely.” 

“He’s got all the skill in the world, but for the price you’re going to need to 
pay for him, top 10 maybe even top eight, you’d like to get more 
quickness at that range.” 

“This guy has special skill, he has the potential to be a leading scorer in 
the league. If he gets outside the top five someone is getting a steal.” 

William Eklund, LW, Djurgarden-SHL: Eklund is a potential top-10 pick. 
He is a small, yet very talented forward who had an extremely productive 
season in the SHL for a player his age. 

“His skating is dynamic. His cutbacks and edgework are major assets in 
this draft class. He has great skill and hockey sense. He looked like a 
difference-maker versus men.” 

“This guy has an ‘it’ factor that not many in this draft have. He pops on 
the ice playing at a very high level of competition.” 

“The lack of elite speed at his size concerns me for where we’re talking 
about taking him.” 

Luke Hughes, LHD, USNTDP-USHL: Hughes is the youngest brother of 
NHL players Jack and Quinn, and a potential top-10 pick. Like his 
brothers, he’s very talented but also much bigger. 

“He’s not in the top-three conversation for me due to his defending, but 
he’s an elite skater with skill and size so he’s in that next group.” 

“His ceiling is sky-high, could argue he has the most potential of anyone 
in the draft. Can he defend, and can he stop overcomplicating the game 
are my big two questions with Hughes.” 

“He has a rare combination of size, skating and skill that you can easily 
see projecting to the top of an NHL lineup.” 

Matthew Beniers, C, Michigan-Big Ten: Beniers is a potential top-10, if 
not top-five pick who had a strong season, including being a regular 
center on USA’s gold medal team at the world juniors. 

“I think he’s a second-line center in the NHL, I don’t see a first-line 
center; he lacks that type of offensive creativity. You know what you’re 
going to get every night with him, he has an elite motor and pretty good 
hockey sense. He will find a way to create offense, but I don’t expect him 
to be more than a 2C on a team that does anything.” 

“I would be surprised if you look back in 10 years and he was the first or 
second-best player in the draft, but I don’t think you will ever be 
disappointed that you drafted him.” 

“I would have my concerns using a very high pick on him. I worry he 
becomes a middle-six forward who PK’s for you.” 

“I think he will play at the top of a lineup. I see a first-line center. He will 
play 18 to 20 minutes a night, hard minutes with power play. I think he 
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will be one of those two-way centers who don’t put up a ton of points but 
is widely recognized as one of the better centers in the league.” 

Jesper Wallstedt, G, Lulea-SHL: Wallstedt is a potential top half of the 
first-round pick who was a regular in the SHL, a rarity for a draft-eligible 
goalie. 

“I worry that the hype on him has exceeded what he really is. He’s such a 
structured, technical goalie (who’s) always been so far ahead of his 
peers in that regard, but as a pure NHL athlete the tools don’t really blow 
you away.” 

“There is something special about him. His hockey sense is among the 
best I’ve ever seen in a draft-eligible goaltender.” 

“He’s very smart, technically refined, but he may just be a finished 
product that developed ahead of schedule. I think he plays, he starts, but 
I don’t see a sky-high projection you’d like for a potential top half of the 
first-round goaltender.” 

Dylan Guenther, RW, Edmonton-WHL: Guenther was a two points per 
game player in Edmonton’s brief season and a top-line player for Canada 
at the U18s, although his tournament wasn’t amazing. 

“There’s a lot to like about this player. He’s a great skater. He’s very 
skilled. He can score a lot of goals. He’s not going to run people over, but 
he’s a worker. He knows where he needs to give a little extra to win a 
race or create pressure.” 

“There’s no denying the talent, no denying the scoring touch and his 
production. I wonder if in the NHL he’s a primary driver of a line or is he 
more a secondary guy who needs a top center to create the offense.” 

“The way he plays in Edmonton is not the way he played for Canada’s 
U18 team. There was a lot of deferral to Shane Wright at that 
tournament. In the WHL he’s the guy with the puck, he makes things 
happen.” 

Mason McTavish, C, Peterborough-OHL: McTavish played a brief season 
in Switzerland with no OHL season and then was one of the best players 
at the U18 world championships to end the season, generating more high 
pick buzz for himself. 

“I think anytime you give me a center with size who competes hard, who 
has skill and scoring ability, that’s exciting. He showed at the 18s he can 
be a strong playmaker, too. Is he a one? Maybe not, but he’s a top two-
line center all day for me.” 

“I think he’s a great player. I buy the offense and 200-foot game, but with 
his average skating, you’d like him to do more with the puck for a top-10 
pick. How much different is he than Cole Sillinger, who you won’t have to 
pay as high a price for?” 

“This guy continues to get better and add dimensions to his game. I love 
the way he plays, it translates to the NHL.” 

Cole Sillinger, C, Sioux Falls-USHL: Sillinger went to the USHL with the 
WHL’s delayed start and was one of the top forwards in the league. 

“All Sillinger ever does wherever he goes is score, score a lot and play a 
reliable two-way game. I don’t see why he can’t do that in the NHL. He’s 
so smart that he’ll adapt.” 

“He’s a winger in the NHL for me. I like the player a lot, I like his skill, he 
has an NHL shot, he’s competitive, but I don’t love his hockey sense, 
he’s an average skater.” 

“I could see him as an NHL center. He plays hard, he’s responsible. The 
skating is heavy so, while I think he scores, you have to be realistic about 
how that projects to the league.” 

Sebastian Cossa, G, Edmonton-WHL: In a brief WHL season, Cossa put 
up huge numbers and quickly elevated his draft stock. 

“He’s a unique athlete in his size and quickness. He can be a little busy 
in the net, has a weird technique, hands are just decent, but you look at 
him and it’s easy to project him to play a lot of NHL games.” 

“You don’t find a lot of 6-6 guys with his athleticism. He has desperation 
in his game, and can be controlled and quiet games down, too. He’s got 
a ton of pro upside.” 

“He was in control every night in Edmonton. He looks different than other 
draft-eligible goalies I’ve seen over the years, especially at that size.” 

Fabian Lysell, RW, Lulea-SHL: Lysell is considered one of the faster 
players in the draft and was a potential top-10 pick coming into the 
season, but he had an up and down campaign. 

“He’s dynamic. Dynamic usually plays well in the NHL.” 

“When he gets space to come up with speed, he can be a real threat, but 
he can be taken out of the game physically. Inside the zone he can’t win 
the battles you need to be successful consistently.” 

“He brings a skating element that is rare in this draft class. If you want 
guys who can fly with skill in the first round, the options are very limited.” 

“His speed and skill combination is top-10-pick quality, but he can play 
selfishly, his compete is in and out. I see a lot of development work 
ahead for an organization.” 

Chaz Lucius, C, USNTDP-USHL: Lucius is a top-rated prospect known 
for his goal scoring who missed most of the season due to injury and 
illness. 

“You don’t see a lot of goal heavy, average feet and compete NHL 
centers, so I think he ultimately goes to the wing. He will score a lot, he’s 
extremely skilled and can make plays to go with the goals.” 

“He has elite skill and elite timing around the net. He has courage and 
hockey sense. The skating will need to improve, but I still see a high 
scoring top-six forward in the NHL.” 

Carson Lambos, LHD, Winnipeg-WHL: Lambos was a projected high 
pick coming into the season. He went over to Finland where he wasn’t as 
successful and then his WHL season ended abruptly due to a medical 
concern. 

“He had a good reputation coming from his past seasons, but he didn’t 
perform this season like a first-round pick.” 

“I appreciate his skating, his physicality. Will there be offense, though? 
That will be the difference between him being top four or a third pair, and 
I think that part of his game isn’t clear.” 

“I think he’s a stud. He will play big minutes in the NHL. He can play a 
fast game, a hard game and a skilled game. Only question for me is 
whether his medicals check out.” 

Fedor Svechkov, C, Togliatti-VHL: Svechkov had a good season in 
Russia, but his stock rose after the U18s where he centered Russia’s first 
line. 

“He’s very skilled, competitive and smart. The skating isn’t great, but the 
stride looks powerful and it could come with time. I like a lot about how 
this guy plays.” 

“You’re drafting a good 3C in all likelihood, maybe he’s a (2C) if your 
team is desperate. I think people don’t understand how hard getting a 
good 3C is though. Teams pay for those guys and they will for him.” 

Zachary Bolduc, C, Rimouski-QMJHL: Bolduc had a monster underage 
season in the QMJHL, but his draft season wasn’t as productive, 
compounded with several injuries. 

“He’s a third-line center or second-line wing in the league. He’s a good 
skater with skill who works hard enough, but I don’t see a ton of creativity 
or playmaking in his game.” 

“I appreciate what he does in straight lines. Excellent hands, good speed, 
can bring pucks through the neutral zone well. His compete is just OK, 
his vision is good some games, not so good other games.” 

Corson Ceulemans, RHD, Brooks-AJHL: Ceulemans is a big, mobile 
defenseman who didn’t play much this season due to the AJHL’s 
abbreviated season. He led the U18s in scoring among defensemen. 

“He will go first round for sure, but he’d concern me there. He has size, 
skating and some offense, but his hockey sense gives me real issues 
going after him with a high pick.” 
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“He’s a great player. He has the size, the skating, he’s skilled and 
creative. He will need to learn to reign in some bad habits, clean up his 
defending, but the toolkit is rare.” 

“If he gets past 15 he’s going to make a team look really smart. There’s a 
lot that he does that projects well to the NHL.” 

Daniil Chayka, LHD, CSKA-KHL: Chayka went to Russia with no OHL 
season where he was up and down performance-wise between the pro 
and junior levels, and with Russia’s U20 team. 

“He’s 6-3 and can skate, he’s not a dynamo with the puck, but he’s smart 
and can move it. He uses his feet and reach to break up a lot of plays. 
He’s boring, but he’s good.” 

“He had a tough season, you worry watching him what his NHL role is. Is 
he a hard enough defender to take tough minutes? Is there enough 
offense? There’s attributes there to bet on, but I wouldn’t do it top 20.” 

“There’s certainly an argument to be made about what the perception of 
this player would be if he had a normal OHL season. I think we’d be 
talking about him high in the draft.” 

Xavier Bourgault, C, Shawinigan-QMJHL: Bourgault has had two very 
productive seasons in the QMJHL as a top scorer in that league, but he 
had a disappointing playoffs. 

“I love this player. His skill level is among the highest in the draft, he can 
create for his teammates, he can score and he can play with pace.” 

“I like but don’t love. I think he’s very skilled, but also think he’s kind of 
soft and I don’t think he’s that talented to play that way in the NHL in the 
role you would need him to be successful.” 

Aatu Raty, C, Karpat-Liiga: Raty was considered to be a top prospect in 
this class at one point, but he had a poor draft season and saw his stock 
fall considerably. 

“I think he was just one of those guys who was more physically advanced 
than other players at an early age, I never believed in the hype. He’s a 
worker with some skill, but I don’t see a ton of hockey sense in his 
game.” 

“I like how he competes, how he plays with pace. I think there’s some 
offense, but for me he’s a 3C in the NHL, if he plays higher it’s a 2W.” 

“He’s got really good hands, he works, he can score. His skating is 
awkward, but he’s a good player.” 

“If he didn’t play this season, we’re talking about him in the top 10, 
maybe top five. He didn’t play well, but it wouldn’t shock me if he had a 
great season in Liiga in 2022 and all of a sudden the hype is back on.” 

Stanislav Svozil, LHD, Brno-Czech Extraliga: Svozil had a decent draft 
season between the Czech pro league, and the Czech U18 and U20 
teams, but he didn’t pop as some hoped he would as an underage. 

“I wonder what he is in the NHL. I don’t see a big time offensive guy who 
can be a power-play type, I don’t see this highly mobile, hard to play 
against defender. Without those kinds of attributes, it’s hard to hang your 
hat on him as a first-round pick.” 

Simon Robertsson, RW, Skelleftea-SHL: Robertsson was a productive 
junior player before Sweden’s U20 season was canceled, then he went 
up to the SHL. He’s considered a two-way forward. 

“I like his skating, his shot, his compete. Will (he score) enough be a top 
six? Maybe, maybe not. But he’s going to play and help a team.” 

“He’s good at a lot of things but not elite at anything. Average size and 
skater. He looks like a lot of guys who go in the late second or third 
round, not in the late first or early second like he’s being discussed.” 

“I like his work ethic a lot. There’s some offense, but will there be 
enough? I’m not convinced.” 

Scott Morrow, RHD, Shattuck St. Mary’s-US High School: Morrow is a 
big, talented defenseman who played a third year of prep hockey and 
was one of the more divisive prospects among scouts. 

“He’s an attributes guy for me. He has good size, good feet, very good 
skill, but lacks structure. He doesn’t see it well, his game is chaotic and 

doesn’t defend that well. Guys like him find a way to play at times, but 
there’s a lot of work to do.” 

“I think anytime you have his size and skill with good enough skating, 
you’re attracted to that package. … He’s a very talented prospect, you 
have to take him at some point. You also go into that pick eyes wide 
open that there’s a lot of development ahead for your organization.” 

Wyatt Johnston, C, Windsor-OHL: Johnston didn’t play all season but 
had a strong U18 worlds, generating first-round hype coming out of the 
tournament. He also had a growth spurt from a year ago. 

“He can be an NHL center, I think. He has good hockey sense, good skill, 
he competes. Physically he has to develop a lot so I think you’ll be 
waiting a number of years for him to become what he could be.” 

“I think the best is yet to come with this guy. He’s a great competitor, very 
smart, can play all situations. I could easily see a middle-six NHL center.” 

Isak Rosen, RW, Leksands-SHL: Rosen has been a productive junior 
player and scored a lot at the U18 world championships. 

“His speed and shot are difference making attributes. He can break a 
shift open with his talent, I wish his compete was more consistent 
especially with his size.” 

“He’s one of the more talented players I saw this season. There’s a lot of 
pro upside to him.” 

Logan Stankoven, C, Kamloops-WHL: Stankoven had a strong limited 
WHL season and U18 worlds. He’s a very productive but undersized 
forward. 

“I don’t see a likely NHL player due to his size and skating, but he has a 
lot of skill and is a great competitor, so it wouldn’t shock me if he found a 
way.” 

“I read the article you guys did about Alex DeBrincat at the draft. Do you 
want your team mentioned in the next one? Because this kid reminds me 
a lot of Alex.” 

Matthew Coronato, RW, Chicago-USHL: Coronato was the top forward in 
the USHL, putting up huge goal totals on the way to a USHL title. 

“He’s a competitor, he has skill, he plays fast, he can score. I think you 
can be reasonably concerned if he’s truly dynamic enough at that size for 
where he’s projected, but it’s hard to deny how good a season he had.” 

“He’s a rather complete hockey player except for his height. He did 
everything he could this season to justify he was a top-20 pick.” 

Brennan Othmann, LW, Flint-OHL: Othmann had a decent stint in 
Switzerland with no OHL season and was a top player for Canada at the 
U18s. 

“He has a lot of things that intrigue from an NHL perspective. He has 
great skill, he can score, he’s a competitor, a nasty one at times. The feet 
aren’t great, but I could see him turn into a top-six winger for sure.” 

“The offensive talent is obvious, he can score a lot of goals. He’s 
physical, chippy, sometimes I think he has trouble controlling it and 
crosses the line, which worries me.” 

Jack Peart, LHD, Fargo-USHL: Peart was named Mr. Hockey at 
Minnesota’s high school level and was a strong two-way defenseman in 
limited USHL action. 

“He has elite hockey sense, not a tremendous skater but good enough. 
He will probably go in the second round, but I wouldn’t fall off my chair if 
someone took the shot very late in round one because he’s one of the 
smartest players in the draft.” 

“I struggle to get behind the hype on him. He’s 5-11, he’s an average 
skater. He’s really smart, but he doesn’t put up much offense. I don’t 
know exactly what that translates to in the NHL.” 

Tyler Boucher, RW, USNTDP-USHL: Boucher’s physical play created a 
lot of buzz early in the season, but he was injured numerous times. 

“People aren’t discussing him enough, this type of player is so hard to 
find. He’s an elite physicality player with some offense. The skill/speed 
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doesn’t excite you that much, but I could see him sneak into the first or 
be an early Day 2 pick” 

“There aren’t a lot of players like him in the league anymore, but maybe 
that’s for a reason. He has tremendous physicality, but can you play that 
way in the NHL without offense? When has he ever scored?” 

Mackie Samoskevich, RW, Chicago-USHL: Samoskevich is a talented 
forward who had a good, not great season in Chicago. 

“The offensive tools are first-round quality. He’s a great skater with a high 
skill level, on his best shift he’s dynamic. Those best shifts are infrequent 
though, you have to get him to compete harder game in and game out.” 

Oskar Olausson, RW, HV71-SHL: Olausson generated a lot of interest 
early in the draft season versus juniors, but stock faded in the second 
half versus men. 

“Those attributes he has are hard to find. When you see a guy his size 
who can skate and has his skill level with a track record of great scoring, 
you’re usually paying a premium pick for that. You could get that with 
flaws later in the first this year.” 

“There’s so much player. He can fly, great skill, can score, big frame, 
good production. His compete isn’t good and he can be taken out of 
games when you hit him. At some point you have to take a shot, you 
won’t find much more talented players after the 20th pick.” 

“The talent is undeniable. He can skate, he has skill, he can shoot it very 
well. Does he have hockey sense? Can his compete be more consistent? 
Those questions make me hesitant about using a first on him.” 

Sasha Pastujov, RW, USNTDP-USHL: Pastujov put up huge numbers 
with the U.S. NTDP the past two seasons. He’s known as a great scorer 
but his skating worries scouts. 

“On the power play I buy it, he has big-time skill, a big-time shot. The 
skating is so rough, though, to go with mediocre compete, what NHL 
coach is going to lean on him at even strength?” 

“He’s the kind of guy you put on your list, but you hope someone else 
takes him.” 

Samu Tuomaala, RW. Karpat-Finland. Jr: Tuomaala didn’t have the best 
season with his club but was great with Finland’s U18 team. He’s a 
smaller winger known as a goal-scorer. 

“His skating and shot combo can break a game open, a characteristic 
there isn’t a lot of in this draft up front.” 

“I like him a lot. He can be a difference-maker with his speed, skill and 
shot.” 

“I don’t think the way he plays translates to the NHL. He doesn’t look to 
move it much, a lot of perimeter shots, doesn’t get his nose dirty.” 

Nikita Chibrikov, RW, SKA-VHL: Chribrikov is a highly skilled 5-foot-10 
forward who had a great season with SKA and Russia’s national teams. 

“I appreciate his skill and playmaking a lot. … For a guy his size who isn’t 
a great skater, I question whether you want to use a high first on a guy 
like that. For me, he’s a 20s-type pick.” 

“Everyone can see the skill, it will come down to the skating for a guy his 
size. I think it’s good enough. He’s not fast, but he’s shifty, he can escape 
pressure, he doesn’t get hit much.” 

Samu Salminen, C, Jokerit-Finland. Jr.: Saliminen’s junior season was 
cut short due to a COVID-19 pause in his team’s region, but he 
rebounded with a great U18 worlds that got scouts talking. 

“He has skill and will. He’s rarely disappointed me in my viewings. I think 
you can develop him into a quality third-line NHL center.” 

“I like his hockey sense a lot, his competitiveness, he makes plays. His 
feet are heavy so I think best case you are getting a 3C and more likely a 
4C, but your coach will love this guy.” 

Zach Dean, C, Gatineau-QMJHL: Dean’s production took a step back 
this season after a great underage season but he still gets some high 
ratings from scouts. 

“He’s a good player, I like the way he plays, he has speed, skill, compete 
is great, but I don’t see much hockey sense. I don’t see a ton of offense 
in the league. He’s a third- or fourth-line forward in the NHL likely.” 

“The skating/skill/work ethic combination is exciting. He plays a game 
that’s translatable to the NHL.” 

Francesco Pinelli, C, Kitchener-OHL: Pinelli played in Slovenia for a 
period due to the OHL not playing. He was a leading scorer at the U18s 
but saw stretches where he rode the bench. 

“I love his skill and hockey sense. For me, he’s a second-rounder, there’s 
too much you’re going to need to work on between his skating and 
getting him to compete every night to use a first on him.” 

“I see a potential second- or third-line center. He’s not physical but he’s 
smart and knows how to play his position defensively. The skating needs 
power but the stride is good.” 

Colton Dach, C, Saskatoon-WHL: Dach’s stock rose over the course of 
his brief season, being a point per game player with Saskatoon as a 
center with size. 

“He’s always been compared to his brother, which isn’t fair, he’s not his 
brother. Yes, he has some skill, but to be an NHL player he’s going to 
need to be a worker, make things happen around the net.” 

“He has skill, he has size, can score. The skating is a big issue though 
and he’ll need to put in a lot of work in that area to be a legit NHL player.” 

Zachary L’Heureux, LW, Halifax-QMJHL: L’Heureux had a productive 
QMJHL season with Halifax. He’s a divisive player due to having some 
great pros about his game, while also being 5-foot-11 with average 
skating and multiple suspensions. 

“His skill is elite, his physical play is great, inside the offensive zone he 
makes an impact. At that size you’d like to be drafting more quickness 
though in the first round.” 

“I really like the way he plays, I could certainly see a good NHL player. 
He has to control his aggression but players like him aren’t easy to find.” 

Alexander Kisakov, LW, Dynamo Moscow-MHL: Kisakov had a great 
season in Russia’s junior league, as a leading player on that league’s 
champion. 

“His skill level is really high. He’s very creative, has a high level of hockey 
sense. He competes well. People will concern themselves with his 
skating for his size, but I think it’s good enough, he’s shifty. He’s a guy I 
think a lot of teams hoped went under the radar, but that secret got out 
quick.” 

Shai Buium, LHD, Sioux City-USHL: Buium’s stock elevated sharply as 
the season went on especially late in his USHL season. 

“He’s a long, rangy defender, with a very good stick and high IQ. His 
strength and skating are issues but he has big upside.” 

Matthew Knies, LW, Tri-City-USHL: Knies had a great underage season 
in the USHL. He didn’t score as much as expected this season, but he 
ended the campaign on a tear. 

“He’s a north-south forward without much east-west in his game. He can 
score goals, has very good hands, at his best when he keeps things 
simple.” 

Justin Robidas, C, Val-d’Or-QMJHL: Robidas was a point per game 
player for one of the top QMJHL teams and drew NHL interest for his 
playstyle. He also measured at 5-foot-8. 

“He has everything you want in a player except size, which he has none 
of. His skating, skill, sense and work ethic are all excellent. He brings his 
best every night.” 

Evan Nause, LHD, Quebec-QMJHL: Nause was a big minute 
defenseman for Quebec. He didn’t put up a ton of points but saw intrigue 
from scouts grow all season. 

“He has a nice skating/size combination and excels at defending the 
rush. He isn’t that offensive but shows enough to indicate some two-way 
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ability at the next level. I’d like to see more urgency and bite in his own 
end.” 

Anton Olsson, LHD, Malmo-SHL: Olsson played versus men most of the 
season and was one of Sweden’s best players at the U18s. 

“He’s a good skater, he plays hard. I worry he filled out physically before 
a lot of his peers. I don’t see a ton more projection from what he already 
is.” 

Kirill Kirsanov, LHD, SKA-KHL: Kirsanov played up most of the season 
with SKA in a limited role. He also played well for Russia’s World Junior 
and senior team this past season. 

“I think people underrate his skill level, there’s a lot of offense in him. 
He’s the type I think some teams are hoping people are sleeping on.” 

“Only about 40 players in a given draft will have a long NHL career. I 
think he’s one of them, but I bet it’s at the bottom of that group. I see a 
third-pair defenseman due to how vanilla he is with the puck.” 

“He can skate and he’s super smart. I’m a fan, there’s a lot of player 
there, he grew on me as the season went on.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens dream big in eye of a storm: ‘We’re a bunch of 
crazy guys in here’ 

Sean Reynolds and Eric Engels discuss what Montreal needs to continue 
to do after forcing Game 5 of the Stanley Cup Final back in Tampa on 
Wednesday night. 

 

Luke Fox 

 

MONTREAL – These are crazy people playing a crazy game under crazy 
circumstances flying into crazy weather in an attempt to pull off the 
craziest upset of all. 

Consider, for a minute, the gauntlet these Montreal Canadiens have run, 
the odds they’ve bucked to claw within a three-game winning streak of 
winning it all. 

As the 18th-placed regular-season team, they only barely qualified for the 
post-season, finishing with a negative goal differential (minus-9) and two 
fewer wins than a non-playoff squad in their own division (Calgary). 

They fired one coach and lost another to a two-week quarantine at the 
most important time of year. Their interim needed an interim. 

Their heart (Brendan Gallagher) and soul (Carey Price) were injured right 
up until Game 1 of the playoffs. Their top two defencemen have played a 
long stretch with one good hand between them. 

One of their most celebrated (and criticized) hometown stars, Jonathan 
Drouin, left the scene after 44 games and two goals for personal 
reasons. 

Their leading scorer from 2019-20, Tomas Tatar, is working on a sixth 
consecutive week of healthy scratches and will likely never wear bleu, 
blanc et rouge again. 

And in the midst of a virus smashing their schedule into a 63-games-in-
137-days marathon, they’ve somehow survived a 3-1 series deficit to 
Toronto and a 1-0 hole to Vegas. 

It is helpful to remind yourself of where these Canadiens have been to 
understand their unflustered response to where they’re going Tuesday: a 
private jet into the eye of Tropical Storm Elsa, set to knock Tampa with 
severe gales, heavy rainfall and flash flooding. 

“Backs against the wall, wind in our face,” Phillip Danault said. 

Danault was talking about hockey, but with the metaphorical turning 
literal, coach Dominique Ducharme is shrugging it off like a guy who 
won’t bother packing an umbrella for Game 5. 

“Yeah, it’s no surprise anymore. I think anything that happens right now 
and for a while, we just take it and look at it, and say it’s probably part of 
our destiny,” Ducharme said Tuesday morning. 

“It’s been crazy. But we’re a crazy bunch of guys in here, and we’re going 
to take that challenge.” 

Meeting that challenge will require a recipe similar to the one Montreal 
followed on Monday: punishing physical play on Tampa’s star forwards, 
superb penalty killing, scoring the first goal, and Carey Price acting like 
it’s gold, not silver, on the line. 

Do all that and, hey, maybe we’ll see Tampa mayor Jane Castor wishing 
for the Lightning to lose Game 6 at Bell Centre so they can win the 
Stanley Cup at home in Game 7. 

“You never know,” Montreal icon Guy Lafleur told Ron MacLean Monday 
night. “The confidence builds up, and you never know what’s going to 
happen.” 

One win is enough to save face, but not enough to plant doubt in a 
champion like the Lightning. But two wins? That’s another story. 

“A victory in Tampa could have this effect even more,” Ducharme said. 
“We want to come back to play at the Bell Centre for one last game.” 

Yet in a Canadiens season when the unthinkable has become 
commonplace, stealing a game in Tampa seems perfectly within reason 
at this point. 

“This whole season has been kind of chaotic, kind of hectic. We’ve kind 
of gone through everything, between COVID, the way we played some 
nights to everything,” Corey Perry said. “And now, yeah, you’re right, we 
are potentially going into a hurricane. 

“Dom said it right: We’re a crazy bunch of people. This is fun to do it here 
in Montreal, to have the city behind us, to be one of the last two teams 
standing. You know, this is what you dream of as a kid.” 

You can’t write this stuff. But, go ahead: Dream it. 

One-Timers 

• Ducharme stopped short of guaranteeing he’ll roll with the same lineup 
in Game 5 as the one that extended his season Monday night, but bet on 
Jake Evans (one assist, two hits, drew a penalty on Brayden Point), 
Alexander Romanov (first playoff goal) and Brett Kulak sticking. 
“Obviously, those guys did a good job. There’s a good chance we’re 
going back with the same lineup,” Ducharme said. 

Alexander Romanov (21 years, 180 days old) 

Youngest defenceman in Canadiens history to score a goal in the 
Stanley Cup Final#GoHabsGo 

— Sportsnet Stats (@SNstats) July 6, 2021 

• Injured Alex Killorn took part in Tampa’s warmup skate Monday but has 
yet to see game action since blocking a Jeff Petry blast with his left foot 
in Game 1. Asked for the umpteenth time if Killorn could dress for Game 
5, coach Jon Cooper invoked the great Lloyd Christmas. 

“There’s always a chance,” Cooper said. “Always a chance. What’s that 
movie? ‘You’re saying there’s a chance?’ Dumb and Dumber? Yeah, 
there’s a chance he plays. But a lot of it’s going to be up to Killer and how 
he feels, and so we’ll see tomorrow.” 

• With Shea Weber in the box serving his double minor, nasty penalty 
killers Ben Chiarot and Joel Edmundson played the first 3:20 of overtime 
in Game 4 — thanks in part to Cooper’s calling a timeout and 
unintentionally giving them a breath. 

“They’re just beasts,” Evans said. “Those two guys, you don’t want to be 
in front of the net with them. You don’t want to be anywhere near them. I 
wouldn’t want to be battling against them. They’ve just been really tough 
to play against.” 
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• The longer the series goes, the more certain we are that Nikita 
Kucherov wins the Conn Smythe. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Kucherov, Vasilevskiy just two of Lightning’s many Conn 
Smythe candidates 

Shawn McKenzie and Chris Johnston get you set for Game 5 of the Cup 
Final, where Montreal now has a sliver of hope, but the Lightning have 
shown just how desired and focused they can be by not losing two in a 
row this entire playoffs. 

 

Chris Johnston 

 

TAMPA, Fla. — They’ve been dominating tournaments together for more 
than a decade. 

So as the Tampa Bay Lightning raced home Tuesday morning to beat 
Hurricane Elsa and prepare for another shot at closing out the Stanley 
Cup, it did not rank as a major surprise that Nikita Kucherov and Andrei 
Vasilevskiy were considered Conn Smythe co-favourites while they did it. 

Except: The two men, born 403 days and nearly 3,000 kilometres apart in 
Russia, are not always front and centre on a team featuring more stars 
than anyone else. They finished third (Kucherov) and fourth (Vasilevskiy) 
in voting for playoff MVP last year despite similarly stellar individual runs. 

Recognition comes and goes even if the performance remains steady. 

When first they were teammates, Kucherov led the 2011 under-18 world 
championships in scoring while Vasilevskiy posted the best save 
percentage. Russia claimed bronze at the event, beating Canada 6-4 
after losing to Sweden in the semis, and Kucherov was recognized as the 
tournament’s top forward. 

“He was always special, always super skilled,” said Vasilevskiy. “It’s 
funny, a lot of the experts and the fake coaches didn’t really believe in 
him and they’re saying he’ll never be a big star and all of that stuff. But in 
the end, he’s a great player and one of the best in the NHL. He’s super 
smart, super skilled, a hard worker. Never satisfied. 

“Even after scoring like four or five points, he’s never satisfied, he wants 
to score six or seven points a game. Just a classic Kuch. Always trying to 
get better and just pushing himself in the game and practice. 

“That’s what makes him the best in the world.” 

View this post on Instagram 

A post shared by Nikita Kucherov (@nikitakucherov86) 

Whether they play one, two or three more games in this Stanley Cup 
Final, he’s virtually assured of leading the playoff scoring race for a 
second straight year. Kucherov has twice as many points as Nick Suzuki, 
Montreal’s leading point producer, and he’s nine up on teammate 
Brayden Point entering Wednesday’s game. 

Vasilevskiy has been similarly dominant with shutouts in all three of 
Tampa’s series-clinching games so far. He’s allowed six fewer goals this 
post-season than Canadiens counterpart Carey Price and has posted a 
league-best .935 save percentage in the process. 

He’s widely considered the NHL’s best goaltender at this stage and 
appeared destined for greatness since before Tampa drafted him with 
the 19th overall pick in 2012. 

“His work ethic is on a different level. His compete level is as high as it 
can be,” Kucherov said of Vasilevskiy. “He works all the time on his skill, 
he’s always in the gym first. Always there before and after practice, 
working on something that’s going to make him better. And he doesn’t 
surprise me. 

“I remember him when he was 16. He was always the guy that cares 
about the game and wants to be better and he wants to be No. 1. 

“And, as we can see, he is.” 

Should the Lightning close out this series in front of their home crowd at 
Amalie Arena, it’s almost certain that one of those men becomes the third 
Russian to claim the Conn Smythe, following Evgeni Malkin in 2009 and 
Alex Ovechkin in 2018. 

It would help illustrate what makes this team special: Victor Hedman 
narrowly edged out Point for the honour last year. And here we are with 
two different men, and longtime friends, splitting votes now. 

View this post on Instagram 

A post shared by Dan Milstein – Дэн Мильштейн (@dmilstein75) 

Without prompting, Lightning coach Jon Cooper tossed Ryan 
McDonagh’s name into the Conn Smythe Trophy conversation on 
Tuesday morning. He acknowledged that it won’t be an easy decision for 
select members of the Professional Hockey Writers Association, who are 
required to lock in their top three choices by the 10-minute mark of the 
third period in every potential elimination game. 

“Last year it could have been Vasy, Pointer, Kuch, Hedman, a bunch of 
guys. And this year I feel the same way,” said Cooper. “Everybody’s 
chipped in. Vasy’s been outstanding. You can go up and down our ‘D 
corps’ guys, guys that have made an impact and the forwards. Kuch for 
the way — oh gosh, he didn’t even play in the regular season and the 
performance he’s putting on in the playoffs. Pointer and his goal streak. 

“And then you look at anybody on the [Yanni] Gourde line. Guys have 
stepped up and had their moments, but you can’t win without that.” 

With the Lightning one win away from a second straight championship, 
here’s a closer look at the Conn Smythe credentials of the top 
contenders: 

Nikita Kucherov 

There’s the league-leading 32 points and league-leading 24 assists, but 
there’s also historical significance to this offensive explosion. Kucherov’s 
points per game rate of 1.45 would rank eighth all-time among players 
with at least 20 games played in a post-season and the others to do it are 
all Hall of Famers: Wayne Gretzky, twice; Mario Lemieux; Doug Gilmour; 
Joe Sakic; Brian Leetch; and Malkin. 

Andrei Vasilevskiy 

You’ve got a 15-7 record, .935 save percentage and four shutouts — 
three of them in series-clinching games, which strengthens the narrative. 
He’s also faced more shots than any other goaltender this post-season 
(677 to Price’s 643) and been rock solid while playing every minute 
during Tampa’s playoff run for the second straight year. Another shutout 
to clinch the Cup could tilt the voting his way. 

Brayden Point 

The production has dried up during the Stanley Cup Final, but he’s had a 
dynamite playoff. Point’s nine-game goal streak was one shy of matching 
Reggie Leach’s NHL record, and his 14 total goals are six more than 
anyone else has scored. Cooper credited Point for sparking this playoff 
run with the two late goals he had in Game 1 against Florida to get the 
Lightning going with an exciting comeback victory. 

Victor Hedman 

It’s been a more understated run for last year’s Conn Smythe winner, 
who has once again played more minutes than any of his teammates 
during these playoffs. Hedman had a hot stick with 10 goals inside the 
bubble last year and is clipping along with an impressive .82 points per 
game this time around. He’s a heartbeat player for the Lightning. Another 
Cup will help solidify his claim to being the best defenceman of this 
generation. 

Ryan McDonagh 

Admittedly the longest of long shots, but after getting some shine from 
Cooper, why not? This has been a turn-back-the-clock playoff for 
McDonagh, who is second to Hedman in average time on ice (22:48) for 
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the Lightning and has seen more defensive zone starts than any of the 
team’s blue-liners. Despite that, Tampa has a 26-12 edge in goals during 
his minutes at 5-on-5. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jack Eichel trade destinations: Seven potential suitors for 
the star centre 

During a Wednesday press conference, Buffalo Sabres GM Kevyn 
Adams directly addressed the comments made by Jack Eichel about his 
injury and potential future with the team. 

 

Rory Boylen 

 

The Montreal Canadiens are in the Stanley Cup Final mainly due to their 
commitment to a stifling defence, having one of the world’s best goalies 
in net and, sure, some luck along the way. But would they still have done 
this without Nick Suzuki being acquired in trade and quickly developing 
into a dangerous centre? Or without Phillip Danault becoming a yearly 
Selke candidate? Would their long-term outlook be as rosy without 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi down the middle and Ryan Poehling still pushing? 

The Tampa Bay Lightning are on the cusp of back-to-back Stanley Cup 
wins for many reasons, and having Brayden Point-Anthony Cirelli-Yanni 
Gourde as their top three centres is one of them. 

Centre is a necessary strength to be successful in the NHL. You need 
goaltending, but it’s also a position you can try and save a little money at 
and one can unpredictably get hot for a period and carry a team longer 
than it otherwise could go. You need a good blue line, too, but there you 
can mix in size, focus on your top four in key moments and generally 
aren’t spending big outside of maybe one player. 

If your centres run deep, you can be a success. If it’s a weakness, well, 
you’re running uphill. 

That’s why the position is so coveted around the league and once a team 
gets its hands on an elite, top-line pivot it tends to not to let them go. 
We’ll see depth centres moved quite a bit. The New York Islanders’ 
acquisition of J-G Pageau last year was an upper-echelon third-liner on 
the go. Vincent Trocheck to the Carolina Hurricanes was a notable trade 
because he’s a second-line pivot — and though he was struggling at the 
time of the deal, he bounced back terrifically with 43 points in 47 games. 
The Nazem Kadri trade in 2019 was another centre of note on the move. 

But when was the last time a franchise centre was traded in his prime? 
Matt Duchene is the closest in any recent year but, of course, we 
wouldn’t label him a franchise centre right now. 

So when Jack Eichel becomes available in trade, you have to make the 
attempt to bring him in. He’s still just 24 with five years remaining on his 
contract. Since entering the league in 2015-16, Eichel’s 0.95 points per 
game ranks 22nd in the NHL — since his breakout 2017-18 his 1.04 
points per game rate is 18th. 

Now, there is some risk here. A $10-million cap hit is no small thing when 
the upper limit is staying flat. You’d normally happily swallow that for a 
player of Eichel’s talent, but he’s also dealing with a neck injury and a 
reason why there’s been a fall out with the Buffalo Sabres is that the 
team wants to approach it through rest and rehabilitation, while the player 
wants a surgery that’s never been done on an NHL player before. Any 
team trying to pick up Eichel will first need to know the full picture around 
his health. 

Regardless, he’s a sought-after player, and as the Stanley Cup Final 
creeps toward its end, we appear to be getting closer to a resolution and 
a likely new home for Eichel. 

“We have definitely been communicating with the team and we are 
heading toward a resolution,” Eichel’s agent told The Athletic. 

“Our stance hasn’t changed,” Sabres general manager Kevyn Adams 
said. “It’s in the hands of the medical experts.” 

With that, here are seven teams believed to be in the running for Eichel 
and what sort of players and other assets they might be able to put on 
the table. 

Minnesota Wild 

The Wild took an impressive step up this season, thanks in no small part 
to Kirill Kaprizov’s Calder Trophy-winning season. Now, how do they 
improve from here? 

Sure, some of that will come from internal growth. Kaprizov will still get 
better. Joel Eriksson Ek re-upped for eight years and will be a key two-
way presence for them. The defence remains a strength and while Cam 
Talbot is still the veteran option in net, 24-year-old Kaapo Kahkonen is 
the likely long-term pick at the position. 

Eriksson Ek is a centre who will slot on either line one or two, but after 
him there isn’t a real solid second pivot. Add Eichel here and the Wild 
might really accelerate things. 

It’s already shaping up to be a really tough off-season for Wild GM Bill 
Guerin. The looming expansion draft once again has them facing down 
the prospect of losing a good player, and Matt Dumba’s name is the one 
to watch once more. They have an estimated $16.8 million in cap space 
per Cap Friendly and that’s with eight forwards, five defencemen and two 
goalies, and without new deals for Kaprizov or Kevin Fiala yet. Those two 
alone will take them close to that number. 

Four blue-liners and three defencemen on this team already make over 
$5 million, and Fiala and Kaprizov could expand that list further. Still, 
there is a clear desire to add a centre and while Eichel’s $10 million cap 
hit is hefty, they could make the money work if someone like Dumba is 
involved. 

Acquiring Eichel could also help the Wild long-term with Kaprizov. From 
Michael Russo of The Athletic last month: 

What I hear from folks close to Kaprizov: Until Guerin shows Kaprizov a 
clear plan to upgrade the middle of the ice and perhaps even begins to 
execute the plan, I just don’t see Kaprizov wanting to commit that length 
of his life and career to a place where, with all due respect, he has no 
allegiances, no ties. Sure, the grass isn’t always greener elsewhere, but I 
think Guerin is going to have to sell Kaprizov on his plan this off-season 
to get him to commit even as much as five or six years of his life. 

The trick would be to move the money necessary to be able to fit Eichel’s 
contract at all, and also balance that with giving Buffalo a package it 
would be satisfied moving Eichel for. That means something much 
younger than Dumba and it’s not clear who Guerin would be willing to 
move from that potential group. If the Wild don’t pay up for Eichel, 
perhaps they look to upgrade their centre position by shooting a little 
lower at Eichel’s teammate Sam Reinhart. 

Possible assets to use in trade: Jordan Greenway, Kevin Fiala, Matt 
Dumba, Marco Rossi, Minnesota 2021 first-rounder, Pittsburgh 2021 first-
rounder 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Los Angeles Kings acquired Viktor Arvidsson last week, which gives 
them two good options on the right side and an upside player who went 
three years in a row of being one of the best 5-on-5 snipers in the game 
until injuries slowed him the past two seasons. He’s on a value contract, 
too, so could the Kings now be motivated to swing a little bigger and take 
on more money for someone like Eichel? 

With divisions likely to settle back to their old alignments, Los Angeles 
will be returning to a Pacific Division next season that is wide open. 
Outside of the Vegas Golden Knights and probably the Edmonton Oilers, 
every other team has questions to overcome and certainly won’t be 
considered playoff locks. This is where the Kings could push some of 
their chips into the middle and really start thinking about accelerating the 
rebuild. 

Anze Kopitar is Los Angeles’ top-line centre. Quinton Byfield was last 
year’s No. 2 overall choice and a future big-league centre, as is Alex 
Turcotte who the Kings chose fifth overall in 2019. Gabriel Vilardi is a 21-
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year-old centre who just spent the whole season with the Kings. So, you 
might ask, why would Los Angeles need to make a big trade for another 
centre? It’s a fair question. 

For one, adding Eichel would give the Kings an already proven stud 
centre to still have when Kopitar’s contract expires in three years and 
he’s 36 years old. Eichel would still be 28 at that time. Vilardi and Byfield 
may already give the Kings that cushion, but as long as Eichel is healthy 
you already know for a fact he’s at that level. The other reason is Eichel 
would put the Kings on track to at least compete again and perhaps give 
Kopitar, Drew Doughty and Dustin Brown another window to push for a 
Cup in the near future. He maybe gives you a little more time to develop 
the young centres, too. 

The Kings would have the pieces Buffalo would be after. They could, 
after all, move one of those young centres to a Sabres team that wants 
some replacement at the position. They have another high pick (eighth 
overall) this season and have made nine selections in the first- or 
second-round over the past three years. They have a lot of prospects 
and picks, so the question becomes if Eichel is the primary target or will 
the Kings instead look to the defence market and instead swing big on a 
Seth Jones type? 

Possible assets to use in trade: Alex Turcotte, Quinton Byfield, Gabriel 
Vilardi, Arthur Kaliyev, Rasmus Kupari, Los Angeles 2021 first-rounder 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

The likelihood of the Columbus Blue Jackets being Eichel’s landing spot 
seem to be fading and there are a number of reasons why. First, if 
Buffalo needs a stud centre prospect or player in return for their captain 
they won’t find one in Columbus. Second is the Blue Jackets are a team 
that a few high-profile players have looked to move on from before, so it’s 
reasonable to wonder if Eichel would be content there for the next five 
years, with a no-movement clause kicking in for 2022-23. And third, 
Columbus is re-tooling, rebuilding, reloading — whatever you want to call 
it — and so moving a bunch of futures for a top-line centre to help now 
may be too pricey considering its situation. 

Then again, Eichel is only 24 and signed long-term. 

What acquiring Eichel would accomplish, though, is upgrading an area 
that sorely needs it. Having Cam Atkinson, Oliver Bjorkstrand and Patrik 
Laine on the wings is great, but centre was a real issue for Columbus this 
season and none of the options it tried was a home run on the top unit. In 
Eichel they’d at least have that cornerstone piece. 

The Blue Jackets could offer Buffalo a goalie and go from there. Could 
Laine be an option? He brings explosive goal scoring upside after a 
miserable campaign, but he’s an RFA who is just one more season away 
from being UFA eligible. Is he going to want to stick around Buffalo? Or 
will they find themselves having to flip him again in short order? 

Eichel in Columbus is a nice idea and, if healthy, he’d give them security 
at a key position. But perhaps this team should be shooting a little lower 
for a centre target who wouldn’t have to blow up their prospects and 
picks picture to acquire. 

Possible assets to use in trade: Elvis Merzlikins, Patrik Laine, Alexandre, 
Texier, Liam Foudy, Yegor Chinakhov, Columbus 2021 first-rounder (fifth 
overall), Toronto 2021 first-rounder 

Anaheim Ducks 

Similar to the Kings, the Anaheim Ducks have spent some time 
rebuilding in the wilderness and might consider cashing in some assets 
to give them a kick heading back to the Pacific Division — and to keep 
Eichel away from their in-state rivals. The Ducks still have a decent blue 
line and John Gibson has you feeling good about your situation in net 
when he’s healthy, but they have finished last in offence two of the past 
three seasons and with Ryan Getzlaf in decline, Eichel would be the 
bridge toward brighter days again. 

They could have the sort of return Buffalo would be after, too. The Ducks 
have made eight picks in the first two rounds over the past three years 
and have a number of forwards who are 24 years old or younger that 
might be attractive to the Sabres. They also could move a centre, 
whether it’s a young one like Trevor Zegras as a centrepiece for a deal 
(probably unlikely) or a more veteran type who is part of a bigger trade to 

make the money work for Anaheim and also give the Sabres a usable 
player in return (like Adam Henrique). 

The Ducks and Kings are very similar in this space — do either see 
themselves in position to get bold? 

Possible assets to use in trade: Trevor Zegras, Max Comtois, Rickard 
Rakell, Adam Henrique, Troy Terry, Sam Steel, Max Jones, Jacob 
Perreault, Brayden Tracey, Isac Lundestrom, Anaheim 2021 first-rounder 
(third overall) 

New York Rangers 

Though the Sabres would prefer Eichel go to the Western Conference so 
they don’t have to see him so often, if the best offers come from the East 
it’ll be hard to pass them up considering what’s at stake. The Rangers, 
eager to take a promising season forward again and load up their roster 
with more firepower, make for an intriguing possibility. 

The Rangers have made huge additions in recent seasons, from Artemi 
Panarin and Jacob Trouba, to the ones that fell into their laps like Adam 
Fox and Alexis Lafreniere. They re-signed Chris Kreider rather than trade 
him two years ago. Some young players have come along, they’ve 
picked in the first round eight times in the past four years, and now might 
be the time to use some of those assets. 

New York has an estimated $23.775 million in cap space, but still hasn’t 
signed Pavel Buchnevich, Filip Chytil or Igor Shesterkin. The Rangers 
should be able to fit Eichel in under this picture for next season, but in 
2022 Mika Zibanejad will be a UFA and Adam Fox an RFA. After that it’s 
Lafreniere’s turn and K’Andre Miller will have had two years to earn his 
own big contract. 

Worry about that later and get the best player now might be the approach 
here though. With Zibanejad and Eichel, the Rangers would have a heck 
of a top-two centre lineup. The time to do it might be just right, too — 
going back to the Metropolitan Division, New York would be looking at 
teams like the Washington Capitals, Pittsburgh Penguins and Boston 
Bruins with their closing windows and off-season questions of their own 
and think Eichel could help them blow the door off the hinges. 

Possible assets to use in trade: Pavel Buchnevich, Ryan Strome, Kaapo 
Kakko, Filip Chytil, Braden Schneider, Vitali Kravtsov, Alexis Lafreniere, 
Alexandar Georgiev, New York 2021 first-rounder (15th overall) 

Vegas Golden Knights 

All right, it’s time to get crazy. 

This can’t possibly happen, can it? 

Well, anything is possible. However, it is exceedingly difficult to see how 
the Golden Knights could swing this and stay under the cap. They had to 
play with a short bench at times this season because they couldn’t stay 
cap compliant — that was partially due to the complications of getting 
aggressive last off-season and adding Alex Pietrangelo in free agency, 
which led to other sell-off trades. 

Vegas has $6 million in estimated cap space and, in a perfect world, 
would like to bring back UFA defenceman Alec Martinez. That means the 
Golden Knights would have to shed salary in a deal with Buffalo, but also 
probably force them into a spot where they’d have to trade one of their 
goalies in a separate move and stop spending $12 million on the 
position. Vezina winner Marc-Andre Fleury would make the most sense 
to part with because of his age, but owner Bill Foley has always been 
against that approach. 

It’s just that Vegas is always in on the biggest available players and have 
faced tight cap crunches when making these moves before. It always 
finds a way around it. And it’s not only being connected to Eichel 
because he’s another fancy name, but Vegas has a clear need for a No. 
1 star centre. It’s the only thing it lacks and, after another disappointing 
playoff exit, could give GM Kelly McCrimmon an itchy trade finger. The 
Golden Knights have some pieces that may entice Buffalo too, so until 
they are officially out of the Eichel sweepstakes they’re certainly included 
on a list like this. 

Possible assets to use in trade: Shea Theodore, William Karlsson, Cody 
Glass, Peyton Krebs, Vegas 2021 and 2022 first-rounder 
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Philadelphia Flyers 

It was a frustrating and disappointing year for the Philadephia Flyers, 
who missed out on the playoffs, and now it’ll be a defining off-season for 
GM Chuck Fletcher. Setting up to be one of the more active front offices, 
Fletcher and the Flyers are tied to any big name, including Eichel and 
Seth Jones. Anything could be on the table. 

And the Flyers could even have the pieces to pull it off, depending on 
how drastically they’re willing to change things. Eichel, at least, would 
present them with a new superstar centre to move into another era with 
and, like the Rangers above, may give Philadelphia a necessary shot in 
the arm as some of the older teams in the Metro Division begin to age 
out a bit. 

Philadelphia has $13 million in estimated cap space and still have to sign 
two goalies (including RFA Carter Hart) a defenceman (RFA Travis 
Sanheim), and though this calculation accounts for 12 forwards, Nolan 
Patrick is an RFA, too. In a year from now, Claude Giroux and Sean 
Couturier will be UFA eligible and breakout youngster Joel Farabee will 
be an RFA, so picking up Eichel now may force a final decision on either 
of those vets. 

But the fact is, this Flyers team has been in and out of the playoffs for so 
long that a new direction of sorts might be necessary. Eichel would be a 
good start. 

Possible assets to use in trade: Nolan Patrick, Philippe Myers, Travis 
Konecny, Tyson Foerster, Cam York, Morgan Frost, Philadelphia 2021 
first-rounder (13th overall). 
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TSN.CA / Examining the life of a max-term contract 

With RNH and Joel Eriksson Ek signing eight-year contracts, Travis Yost 
asks a critical question organizations must answer when considering 
these deals: What type of performance degradation can be reasonably 
expected over the course of them? 

 

By Travis Yost 

 

In the last month, two players have signed max-term contracts with their 
respective teams. The Edmonton Oilers landed Ryan Nugent-Hopkins at 
eight years, $41 million in June and the Minnesota Wild locked in Joel 
Eriksson Ek on an eight-year, $42 million contract over the weekend. 

I found this particularly interesting, as they were the first two max-term 
contracts to be signed during the global pandemic. Before the pandemic 
struck, max-term contracts were very much in style, with organizations 
increasingly acknowledging the importance of long-term retention after 
drafting and developing a player. From 2016-19, we saw 33 skaters sign 
eight-year deals – a sharp uptick in risk absorbed by front offices relative 
to years past: 

Organizations rarely want to go this long on skaters; more so in the 
pandemic era, where expectations for increases to the salary cap are 
expected to be muted for quite some time. There are two exceptions to 
this rule, historically speaking. 

The first is when an opportunity to sign a true superstar manifests itself – 
in these cases, you are prepared to throw a bag of money at a player for 
as long as practically possible. The second is when a front office thinks it 
can trade term for smoothing down a cap hit. Edmonton’s deal for 
Nugent-Hopkins is a great example of this – a quality player the team 
could ill-afford to lose, but also a player the team couldn’t sign for a large 
annual cap hit due to their current cap situation. 

Perhaps the most critical question an organization must answer when 
considering this deal: what type of performance degradation can be 
reasonably expected over the life of the deal. There are a considerable 
amount of variables that can alter the math – a player’s core skill set, 

durability and age at the time of the signing always factor in. But the 
reality is that in most situations, performance is dwindling on the second-
half of the contract. More than thirty eight-year deals have been signed 
and have advanced into the back half of the deal at this point (2007-21) – 
the boxplot below shows at a macro-level how much performance can 
deteriorate. (Note: I’m using Goals Above Replacement as my proxy for 
performance, but other statistical measurements show similar downward 
trends)  

Just glancing at the graph, that’s considerable downward momentum in 
the second-half of the contracts. If we take the average performance by 
year in these long-term deals and measure it against average 
performance of the same group from the time they signed their contract, 
you see degradation north of 50 per cent by the time the contract is 
heading towards expiration: 

No two contracts are the same, but that sort of trend is what general 
managers have to factor in when going long on a player. It’s not that 
degradation isn’t expected – it’s more so how to reflect that appropriate in 
a contract, ensuring a team’s salary cap situation is managed and an 
aging player isn’t anchoring roster performance at the tail end of his deal. 

Case in point: let’s take a look at a handful of long-term contracts signed 
many moons ago and how they have fared over time. Duncan Keith 
(Chicago), Zach Parise (Minnesota) and Shea Weber (Nashville) all 
signed long-term deals – Keith’s deal was in the middle of a season, the 
other two signed in off-seasons. None of these contracts, expectedly, are 
healthy on a team’s books right now. Yet all three were among the top-
five or so players at their respective positions when those contracts were 
signed. I also overlaid a contract that has held up quite better than most, 
and that’s Patrice Bergeron in Boston. 

Even with Bergeron (whose record really is without blemish), consider 
the slope year-over-year: 

Long-term contracts aren’t going away. They provide ample security for 
both players and the club. But how those contracts end up creating value 
is entirely contingent on what front offices can stomach in terms of capital 
outlay from the onset of the contract, and how well they insulate the deal 
in order to avoid future salary cap quagmires.  

There should be a baseline expectation that performance is going to 
dwindle. The question is how much you are willing to pay for those great 
years up front, and how much you can insulate yourself in the event a 
contract goes sideways. 
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